


opportunity , GA , 6:10 opportunity , LU , 22:6 opportunity , PHP , 4:10 opportunity , MT , 26:16 opportunity , 
HEB , 11:15



convenient 2119 # eukaireo {yoo-kahee-reh'-o}; from 2121; to have good time, i.e. opportunity or leisure: -- have 
leisure ({convenient} time), spend time.[ql have 2119 # eukaireo {yoo-kahee-reh'-o}; from 2121; to have good 
time, i.e. opportunity or leisure: -- {have} leisure (convenient time), spend time.[ql leisure 2119 # eukaireo 
{yoo-kahee-reh'-o}; from 2121; to have good time, i.e. opportunity or leisure: -- have {leisure} (convenient time), 
spend time.[ql opportunity 2120 # eukairia {yoo-kahee-ree'-ah}; from 2121; a favorable occasion: -- 
{opportunity}.[ql opportunity 2540 # kairos {kahee-ros'}; of uncertain affinity; an occasion, i.e. set or proper time:
-- X always, {opportunity}, (convenient, due) season, (due, short, while) time, a while. Compare 5550.[ql 
opportunity 0170 # akaireomai {ak-ahee-reh'-om-ahee}; from a compound of 1 (as a negative particle) and 2540 
(meaning unseasonable); to be inopportune (for one-self), i.e. to fail of a proper occasion: -- lack {opportunity}.[ql
spend 2119 # eukaireo {yoo-kahee-reh'-o}; from 2121; to have good time, i.e. opportunity or leisure: -- have 
leisure (convenient time), {spend} time.[ql time 2119 # eukaireo {yoo-kahee-reh'-o}; from 2121; to have good 
time, i.e. opportunity or leisure: -- have leisure (convenient {time}), spend time.[ql time 2119 # eukaireo 
{yoo-kahee-reh'-o}; from 2121; to have good time, i.e. opportunity or leisure: -- have leisure (convenient time), 
spend {time}.[ql



opportunity Interlinear Index Study opportunity MAT 026 016 And from that time <5119 -tote -> he sought <2212
-zeteo -> {opportunity} <2120 -eukairia -> to betray <3860 -paradidomi -> him . opportunity LUK 022 006 And 
he promised 1843 -exomologeo - , and sought 2212 -zeteo - {opportunity} 2120 -eukairia - to betray 3860 -
paradidomi - him unto them in the absence LUK 0817 -ater - of the multitude 3793 -ochlos - . opportunity GAL 
006 010 As we have <2192 -echo -> therefore <3767 -oun -> {opportunity} <2540 -kairos -> , let us do <2038 - 
ergazomai -> good <0018 -agathos -> unto all <3956 -pas -> [ men ] , especially <3122 -malista -> unto them who
are of the household <3609 -oikeios -> of faith <4102 -pistis -> . opportunity PHP 004 010 . But I rejoiced <5463 
-chairo -> in the Lord <2962 -kurios -> greatly <3171 -megalos -> , that now <2236 -hedista -> at <4218 -pote -> 
the last <4218 -pote -> your <3588 -ho -> care <5426 -phroneo -> of me hath flourished <0330 - anathallo -> 
again <0330 -anathallo -> ; wherein <3757 -hou -> ye were also <2532 -kai -> careful <5426 -phroneo -> , but ye 
lacked <0170 -akaireomai -> {opportunity} <0170 -akaireomai -> . opportunity HEB 011 015 And truly <3303 -
men -> , if <1487 -ei - > they had been mindful <3421 -mnemoneuo -> of that [ country ] from whence <3739 -
hos -> they came <1831 -exerchomai -> out , they might have <2192 -echo -> had <2192 -echo -> {opportunity} 
<2540 -kairos -> to have returned <0344 -anakampto -> .



but ye lacked opportunity sought opportunity they might have had opportunity time he sought opportunity 



KJV Bible Word Studies for OPPORTUNITY



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

occasion 8385 ## ta&anah {tah-an-aw'}; or to&anah {to-an-aw'}; from 579; an opportunity or 
(subjectively) purpose: -- {occasion}. 

opportunity 0170 # akaireomai {ak-ahee-reh'-om-ahee}; from a compound of 1 (as a negative particle) and 
2540 (meaning unseasonable); to be inopportune (for one-self), i.e. to fail of a proper occasion: -- lack 
{opportunity}. 

opportunity 2120 # eukairia {yoo-kahee-ree'-ah}; from 2121; a favorable occasion: -- {opportunity}. 

opportunity 2540 # kairos {kahee-ros'}; of uncertain affinity; an occasion, i.e. set or proper time: -- X 
always, {opportunity}, (convenient, due) season, (due, short, while) time, a while. Compare 5550. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

opportunity 05949 ## ` aliylah {al-ee-law'} ; or` alilah {al-ee-law'} ; from 05953 in the sense of effecting ; an 
exploit (of God) , or a performance (of man , often in a bad sense) ; by implication , an {opportunity} : -- act
(- ion) , deed , doing , invention , occasion , work . 

opportunity 08385 ## ta'anah {tah-an-aw'} ; or to'anah {to-an-aw'} ; from 00579 ; an {opportunity} or 
(subjectively) purpose : -- occasion . 

opportunity 0170 - akaireomai {ak-ahee-reh'-om-ahee}; from a compound of 0001 (as a negative particle) 
and 2540 (meaning unseasonable); to be inopportune (for one-self), i.e. to fail of a proper occasion: -- lack 
{opportunity}. 

opportunity 0874 - aphorme {af-or-may'}; from a compound of 0575 and 3729; a starting-point, i.e. 
(figuratively) an {opportunity}: -- occasion. 

opportunity 1805 - exagorazo {ex-ag-or-ad'-zo}; from 1537 and 0059; to buy up, i.e. ransom; figuratively, to
rescue from loss (improve {opportunity}): -- redeem. 

opportunity 2119 - eukaireo {yoo-kahee-reh'-o}; from 2121; to have good time, i.e. {opportunity} or leisure: 
-- have leisure (convenient time), spend time. 

opportunity 2120 - eukairia {yoo-kahee-ree'-ah}; from 2121; a favorable occasion: -- {opportunity}. 

opportunity 2540 - kairos {kahee-ros'}; of uncertain affinity; an occasion, i.e. set or proper time: -- X 
always, {opportunity}, (convenient, due) season, (due, short, while) time, a while. Compare 5550. 

opportunity 4301 - prolambano {prol-am-ban'-o}; from 4253 and 2983; to take in advance, i.e. (literally) eat
before others have an {opportunity}; (figuratively) to anticipate, surprise: -- come aforehand, overtake, 
take before. 

opportunity 5117 - topos {top'-os}; apparently a primary word; a spot (general in space, but limited by 
occupancy; whereas 5561 is a large but participle locality), i.e. location (as a position, home, tract, etc.); 
figuratively, condition, {opportunity}; specifically, a scabbard: -- coast, licence, place, X plain, quarter, + 
rock, room, where. 

opportunity 5550 - chronos {khron'-os}; of uncertain derivation; a space of time (in general, and thus 
properly distinguished from 2540, which designates a fixed or special occasion; and from 0165, which 
denotes a particular period) or interval; by extension, an individual {opportunity}; by implication, delay: -- 
+ years old, season, space, (X often-)time(-s), (a) while. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the definitions.

0170 + opportunity + but ye lacked +/ . akaireomai {ak-ahee-reh'-om-ahee}; from a compound of 0001 + Alpha (as a negative particle) and 2540 + time + times + season + always + a time + of time + My time + seasons + 
The time + the time + of times + and times + that time + the times + for a time + the season + opportunity + that season + and in time + for a while + the seasons + in due time + in his time + for my time + for the time + 
present time + for a season + in his times + not the time + and the time + of the times + a convenient + For the time + in due season + thee in a time + and in the time + in their season + and the seasons + But of the times + a
certain season + in their seasons + And at the season + unto them My time + Christ ; and the time + from him for a season +/ (meaning unseasonable); to be inopportune (for one-self), i .e . to fail of a proper occasion: --
lack opportunity . 

0171 + out of season +/ . akairos {ak-ah'-ee-roce}; adverb from the same as 0170 + opportunity + but ye lacked +/ ; inopportunely: --out of season . 

2120 + opportunity +/ . eukairia {yoo-kahee-ree'-ah}; from 2121 + in time + of need + in season + And when a convenient +/ ; a favorable occasion: --opportunity . 

2121 + in time + of need + in season + And when a convenient +/ . eukairos {yoo'-kahee-ros}; from 2095 + well + ye well + them good + unto him Well + That it may be well +/ and 2540 + time + times + season + always + a 
time + of time + My time + seasons + The time + the time + of times + and times + that time + the times + for a time + the season + opportunity + that season + and in time + for a while + the seasons + in due time + in his 
time + for my time + for the time + present time + for a season + in his times + not the time + and the time + of the times + a convenient + For the time + in due season + thee in a time + and in the time + in their season + 
and the seasons + But of the times + a certain season + in their seasons + And at the season + unto them My time + Christ ; and the time + from him for a season +/ ; well-timed, i .e . opportune: --convenient, in time of need
. 

2540 + time + times + season + always + a time + of time + My time + seasons + The time + the time + of times + and times + that time + the times + for a time + the season + opportunity + that season + and in time + for a 
while + the seasons + in due time + in his time + for my time + for the time + present time + for a season + in his times + not the time + and the time + of the times + a convenient + For the time + in due season + thee in a 
time + and in the time + in their season + and the seasons + But of the times + a certain season + in their seasons + And at the season + unto them My time + Christ ; and the time + from him for a season +/ . kairos 
{kahee-ros'}; of uncertain affinity; an occasion, i .e . set or proper time: --X always, opportunity, (convenient, due) season, (due, short, while) time, a while . Compare 5550 + old + time + times + while + a time + season + as
long + of time + seasons + the time + her space + the times + of the time + of his time + to the time + For the time + for a season + for the time + And the times + there a space + For oftentimes + not for a while + is with 
them as long + For when for the time + that there should be time +/ . 

4340 + for a while + are temporal + but for a time +/ . proskairos {pros'-kahee-ros}; from 4314 + at + nigh + among + toward + within + because + whereby + against + between + me among + as about + not among + 
according + himself at + concerning + conditions + not against + but against + things before + but not before + they had against + of speech toward + is he that condemneth + with us for it is toward +/ and 2540 + time + 
times + season + always + a time + of time + My time + seasons + The time + the time + of times + and times + that time + the times + for a time + the season + opportunity + that season + and in time + for a while + the 
seasons + in due time + in his time + for my time + for the time + present time + for a season + in his times + not the time + and the time + of the times + a convenient + For the time + in due season + thee in a time + and in 
the time + in their season + and the seasons + But of the times + a certain season + in their seasons + And at the season + unto them My time + Christ ; and the time + from him for a season +/ ; for the occasion only, i .e . 
temporary: --dur-[eth] for awhile, endure for a time, for a season, temporal . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

opportunity 0170 ** akaireomai ** lack {opportunity}.

opportunity 2120 ** eukairia ** {opportunity}.

opportunity 2540 ** kairos ** X always, {opportunity}, (convenient, due) season,(due, short, while) time, a 
while.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

opportunity 0170 akaireomai * {opportunity} , {0170 akaireomai } , 2120 eukairia , 2540 kairos ,

opportunity 2120 eukairia * {opportunity} , 0170 akaireomai , {2120 eukairia } , 2540 kairos ,

opportunity 2540 kairos * {opportunity} , 0170 akaireomai , 2120 eukairia , {2540 kairos } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* opportunity , 0170 , 2120 , 2540 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

opportunity - 0170 lacked, {opportunity},

opportunity - 2120 {opportunity},

opportunity - 2540 always, convenient, {opportunity}, season, seasons, time, times,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

opportunity Gal_06_10 # As we have therefore opportunity, let us do good unto all [men], especially unto 
them who are of the household of faith.

opportunity Heb_11_15 # And truly, if they had been mindful of that [country] from whence they came out,
they might have had opportunity to have returned.

opportunity Luk_22_06 # And he promised, and sought opportunity to betray him unto them in the absence
of the multitude.

opportunity Mat_26_16 # And from that time he sought opportunity to betray him.

opportunity Php_04_10 # But I rejoiced in the Lord greatly, that now at the last your care of me hath 
flourished again; wherein ye were also careful, but ye lacked opportunity.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

opportunity let us Gal_06_10 # As we have therefore opportunity, let us do good unto all [men], especially 
unto them who are of the household of faith.

opportunity to betray Luk_22_06 # And he promised, and sought opportunity to betray him unto them in 
the absence of the multitude.

opportunity to betray Mat_26_16 # And from that time he sought opportunity to betray him.

opportunity to have Heb_11_15 # And truly, if they had been mindful of that [country] from whence they 
came out, they might have had opportunity to have returned.

opportunity Php_04_10 # But I rejoiced in the Lord greatly, that now at the last your care of me hath 
flourished again; wherein ye were also careful, but ye lacked opportunity.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

opportunity ^ Php_04_10 / opportunity /^ 

opportunity ^ Gal_06_10 / opportunity /^let us do good unto all [men], especially unto them who are of the 
household of faith. 

opportunity ^ Luk_22_06 / opportunity /^to betray him unto them in the absence of the multitude. 

opportunity ^ Mat_26_16 / opportunity /^to betray him. 

opportunity ^ Heb_11_15 / opportunity /^to have returned. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

opportunity ......... opportunity 0170 -akaireomai-> 

opportunity ......... opportunity 2120 -eukairia-> 

opportunity ......... opportunity 2540 -kairos-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

opportunity Luk_22_06 And he promised, and sought {opportunity} to betray him unto them in the 
absence of the multitude. 

opportunity Heb_11_15 And truly, if they had been mindful of that [country] from whence they came out, 
they might have had {opportunity} to have returned. 

opportunity Mat_26_16 And from that time he sought {opportunity} to betray him. 

opportunity Php_04_10 But I rejoiced in the Lord greatly, that now at the last your care of me hath 
flourished again; wherein ye were also careful, but ye lacked {opportunity}. 

opportunity Gal_06_10 As we have therefore {opportunity}, let us do good unto all [men], especially unto 
them who are of the household of faith. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

opportunity ^ Php_04_10 But <1161> I rejoiced <5463> (5644) in <1722> the Lord <2962> greatly <3171>, 
that <3754> now <2235> at the last <4218> your care <5426> (5721) <0330> <0> of <5228> me <1700> hath
flourished again <0330> (5627); wherein <1909> <3739> ye were <5426> <0> also <2532> careful <5426> 
(5707), but <1161> ye lacked {opportunity} <0170> (5711). 

opportunity ^ Mat_26_16 And <2532> from <0575> that time <5119> he sought <2212> (5707) 
{opportunity} <2120> to <2443> betray <3860> (5632) him <0846>. 

opportunity ^ Luk_22_06 And <2532> he promised <1843> (5656), and <2532> sought <2212> (5707) 
{opportunity} <2120> to betray <3860> (5629) him <0846> unto them <0846> in the absence <0817> of the 
multitude <3793>. 

opportunity ^ Heb_11_15 And <2532> truly <3303>, if <1487> they had been mindful <3421> (5707) of that
<1565> country from <0575> whence <3739> they came out <1831> (5627), they might <0302> have had 
<2192> (5707) {opportunity} <2540> to have returned <0344> (5658). 

opportunity ^ Gal_06_10 As <5613> we have <2192> (5719) therefore <0686> <3767> {opportunity} 
<2540>, let us do <2038> (5741) good <0018> unto <4314> all <3956> men, especially <1161> <3122> unto 
<4314> them who are of the household <3609> of faith <4102>. 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words

opportunity Gal_06_10 As we have (2192 -echo -) therefore (3767 -oun -) {opportunity} (2540 -kairos -) , let us do (2038 -ergazomai -) good (0018 -agathos -) unto all (3956 -pas -) [ men ] , especially (3122 -malista -) unto 
them who are of the household (3609 -oikeios -) of faith (4102 -pistis -) . 

opportunity Heb_11_15 And truly (3303 -men -) , if (1487 -ei -) they had been mindful (3421 -mnemoneuo -) of that [ country ] from whence (3739 -hos -) they came (1831 -exerchomai -) out , they might have (2192 -echo -) 
had (2192 -echo -) {opportunity} (2540 -kairos -) to have returned (0344 -anakampto -) . 

opportunity Luk_22_06 And he promised 1843 -exomologeo - , and sought 2212 -zeteo - {opportunity} 2120 -eukairia - to betray 3860 -paradidomi - him unto them in the absence 0817 -ater - of the multitude 3793 -ochlos - 
. 

opportunity Mat_26_16 And from that time (5119 -tote -) he sought (2212 -zeteo -) {opportunity} (2120 -eukairia -) to betray (3860 -paradidomi -) him . 

opportunity Php_04_10 . But I rejoiced (5463 -chairo -) in the Lord (2962 -kurios -) greatly (3171 -megalos -) , that now (2236 -hedista -) at (4218 -pote -) the last (4218 -pote -) your (3588 -ho -) care (5426 -phroneo -) of me 
hath flourished (0330 -anathallo -) again (0330 -anathallo -) ; wherein (3757 -hou -) ye were also (2532 -kai -) careful (5426 -phroneo -) , but ye lacked (0170 -akaireomai -) {opportunity} (0170 -akaireomai -) . 
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* opportunity , 0170 akaireomai , 2120 eukairia , 2540 kairos , opportunity -0170 lacked, {opportunity}, 
opportunity -2120 {opportunity}, opportunity -2540 always, convenient, {opportunity}, season, seasons, time, 
times, opportunity 0170 ** akaireomai ** lack {opportunity}. opportunity 2120 ** eukairia ** {opportunity}. 
opportunity 2540 ** kairos ** X always, {opportunity}, (convenient, due) season,(due, short, while) time, a while.
opportunity ......... opportunity 0170 -akaireomai-> opportunity ......... opportunity 2120 -eukairia-> opportunity 
......... opportunity 2540 -kairos-> opportunity 0170 # akaireomai {ak-ahee-reh'-om-ahee}; from a compound of 1 
(as a negative particle) and 2540 (meaning unseasonable); to be inopportune (for one-self), i.e. to fail of a proper 
occasion: -- lack {opportunity}.[ql opportunity 2120 # eukairia {yoo-kahee-ree'-ah}; from 2121; a favorable 
occasion: -- {opportunity}.[ql opportunity 2540 # kairos {kahee-ros'}; of uncertain affinity; an occasion, i.e. set or
proper time: -- X always, {opportunity}, (convenient, due) season, (due, short, while) time, a while. Compare 
5550.[ql opportunity 006 010 Gal /${opportunity /let us do good unto all men, especially unto them who are of the
household of faith . opportunity 026 016 Mat /${opportunity /to betray him . opportunity 022 006 Luk 
/${opportunity /to betray him unto them in the absence of the multitude . opportunity 011 015 Heb /${opportunity 
/to have returned . opportunity , GA , 6:10 opportunity , LU , 22:6 opportunity , PHP , 4:10 opportunity , MT , 
26:16 opportunity , HEB , 11:15 convenient 2119 # eukaireo {yoo-kahee-reh'-o}; from 2121; to have good time, 
i.e. opportunity or leisure: -- have leisure ({convenient} time), spend time.[ql have 2119 # eukaireo 
{yoo-kahee-reh'-o}; from 2121; to have good time, i.e. opportunity or leisure: -- {have} leisure (convenient time), 
spend time.[ql leisure 2119 # eukaireo {yoo-kahee-reh'-o}; from 2121; to have good time, i.e. opportunity or 
leisure: -- have {leisure} (convenient time), spend time.[ql opportunity 2120 # eukairia {yoo-kahee-ree'-ah}; from 
2121; a favorable occasion: -- {opportunity}.[ql opportunity 2540 # kairos {kahee-ros'}; of uncertain affinity; an 
occasion, i.e. set or proper time: -- X always, {opportunity}, (convenient, due) season, (due, short, while) time, a 
while. Compare 5550.[ql opportunity 0170 # akaireomai {ak-ahee-reh'-om-ahee}; from a compound of 1 (as a 
negative particle) and 2540 (meaning unseasonable); to be inopportune (for one-self), i.e. to fail of a proper 
occasion: -- lack {opportunity}.[ql spend 2119 # eukaireo {yoo-kahee-reh'-o}; from 2121; to have good time, i.e. 
opportunity or leisure: -- have leisure (convenient time), {spend} time.[ql time 2119 # eukaireo 
{yoo-kahee-reh'-o}; from 2121; to have good time, i.e. opportunity or leisure: -- have leisure (convenient {time}), 
spend time.[ql time 2119 # eukaireo {yoo-kahee-reh'-o}; from 2121; to have good time, i.e. opportunity or leisure:
-- have leisure (convenient time), spend {time}.[ql opportunity Interlinear Index Study opportunity MAT 026 016 
And from that time <5119 -tote -> he sought <2212 -zeteo -> {opportunity} <2120 -eukairia -> to betray <3860 -
paradidomi -> him . opportunity LUK 022 006 And he promised 1843 -exomologeo - , and sought 2212 -zeteo - 
{opportunity} 2120 -eukairia - to betray 3860 -paradidomi - him unto them in the absence LUK 0817 -ater - of the
multitude 3793 -ochlos - . opportunity GAL 006 010 As we have <2192 -echo -> therefore <3767 -oun -> 
{opportunity} <2540 -kairos -> , let us do <2038 - ergazomai -> good <0018 -agathos -> unto all <3956 -pas -> [ 
men ] , especially <3122 -malista -> unto them who are of the household <3609 -oikeios -> of faith <4102 -pistis -
> . opportunity PHP 004 010 . But I rejoiced <5463 -chairo -> in the Lord <2962 -kurios -> greatly <3171 -
megalos -> , that now <2236 -hedista -> at <4218 -pote -> the last <4218 -pote -> your <3588 -ho -> care <5426 -
phroneo -> of me hath flourished <0330 - anathallo -> again <0330 -anathallo -> ; wherein <3757 -hou -> ye were
also <2532 -kai -> careful <5426 -phroneo -> , but ye lacked <0170 -akaireomai -> {opportunity} <0170 -
akaireomai -> . opportunity HEB 011 015 And truly <3303 -men -> , if <1487 -ei - > they had been mindful 
<3421 -mnemoneuo -> of that [ country ] from whence <3739 -hos -> they came <1831 -exerchomai -> out , they 
might have <2192 -echo -> had <2192 -echo -> {opportunity} <2540 -kairos -> to have returned <0344 -
anakampto -> . but ye lacked opportunity sought opportunity they might have had opportunity time he sought 
opportunity opportunity And from that time he sought {opportunity} to betray him. opportunity And he promised, 
and sought {opportunity} to betray him unto them in the absence of the multitude. opportunity As we have 
therefore {opportunity}, let us do good unto all men], especially unto them who are of the household of faith. 
opportunity But I rejoiced in the Lord greatly, that now at the last your care of me hath flourished again; wherein 
ye were also careful, but ye lacked {opportunity}. opportunity And truly, if they had been mindful of that country]
from whence they came out, they might have had {opportunity} to have returned. 



* opportunity , 0170 akaireomai , 2120 eukairia , 2540 kairos ,



opportunity -0170 lacked, {opportunity}, opportunity -2120 {opportunity}, opportunity -2540 always, convenient,
{opportunity}, season, seasons, time, times,





opportunity 0170 ** akaireomai ** lack {opportunity}. opportunity 2120 ** eukairia ** {opportunity}. 
opportunity 2540 ** kairos ** X always, {opportunity}, (convenient, due) season,(due, short, while) time, a while.





opportunity ......... opportunity 0170 -akaireomai-> opportunity ......... opportunity 2120 -eukairia-> opportunity 
......... opportunity 2540 -kairos->



opportunity 0170 # akaireomai {ak-ahee-reh'-om-ahee}; from a compound of 1 (as a negative particle) and 2540 
(meaning unseasonable); to be inopportune (for one-self), i.e. to fail of a proper occasion: -- lack {opportunity}.[ql
opportunity 2120 # eukairia {yoo-kahee-ree'-ah}; from 2121; a favorable occasion: -- {opportunity}.[ql 
opportunity 2540 # kairos {kahee-ros'}; of uncertain affinity; an occasion, i.e. set or proper time: -- X always, 
{opportunity}, (convenient, due) season, (due, short, while) time, a while. Compare 5550.[ql
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opportunity 006 010 Gal /${opportunity /let us do good unto all men, especially unto them who are of the 
household of faith . opportunity 026 016 Mat /${opportunity /to betray him . opportunity 022 006 Luk 
/${opportunity /to betray him unto them in the absence of the multitude . opportunity 011 015 Heb /${opportunity 
/to have returned .





opportunity And from that time he sought {opportunity} to betray him. opportunity And he promised, and sought 
{opportunity} to betray him unto them in the absence of the multitude. opportunity As we have therefore 
{opportunity}, let us do good unto all men], especially unto them who are of the household of faith. opportunity 
But I rejoiced in the Lord greatly, that now at the last your care of me hath flourished again; wherein ye were also 
careful, but ye lacked {opportunity}. opportunity And truly, if they had been mindful of that country] from 
whence they came out, they might have had {opportunity} to have returned.
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